Stingdlopoid
No brain, but there’s a lamp.
A four-legged mosquitosting
doesn’t really need anything
else.

Fenkucioloid
Talks nonsense, looks cute,
but too functional. Seldom
has malfunctions, but when it
does it has way too many of
them.

Terrosmittall
Looks like a terminator, but is
really a hare. Double-faced.
Never shake his arm, it’s too
cold. Can literally wither you
with his look.

Butterflimpics
Used to be a ladybird, but
now it has changed. It
doesn’t fly as much, since it
prefers to use its wheels. Has
nothing inside except for a
lamp that shines bright. If
butterflimpics flies to your
eyes you’ll get blind.
Perpogandilogodus
Extremely tiresome. Reads a
lot but doesn’t consider itself
a nerd. Has purple brain.
Loves its small cells where it
stores things lost by villains.

Skull-ipod
Walking music player.
Without it our life in future will
be too quiet. The only Apple
creation that has survived.

Wajimoda
Drinks water not to satisfy its
thirst, but to fill its neck. Acts
like a shower in hot days. But
its faucet doesn't work
properly.

Interyandegogle
Loves Internet. Can’t live
without it. Knows everything
and everyone. Able to find
any information. Has a profile
in Vkontakte and other social
networks.

Charlie the Witty
Charlie is a cute monkey-like
creature with a lamp on the
tail. That’s where his
wittiness is all about. Longarmed with crooked legs, but
everybody likes him because
his mouth resembles a hat.

Roundeyemanicoly
Has never been a caterpillar.
Sees everything that’s going
on around it from any point.
Has two giant ears that help
it listen but sometimes don’t
let its eyes see.
Jerbogominoid
Has only one foot, so it
moves too slowly. Extremely
small and sometimes
inconspicuous, that’s why
bigger animals sometimes
squash them, but they don’t
mean it, really.

Crocobidulius
Eavesdrops what others
speak of, but is extremely
funny because of its small
human legs. Wears a hat a la
Charlie Chaplin.
Fauceteyeberenny
A crazy butterfly. Its wings
are extremely heavy. The
wings are connected with
wires of vital power. There’s
a small TV set on one wing
which shows the news badly.

Tryjepolodnya
Lab-snake. A result of
unsuccessful experiment of
nature. Has a head of
another snake on the tip of its
tongue. Has a triangular
perspective projection
instead of the brain inside its
head.
Vangojepolody
A former snail. Now instead
of a shell it is has a felt boot
with a TV set that breaks
fast. Has weird parts inside
that resemble (poop) or
triangles. Moves quickly but
still gets squashed as often
as it used to before.
Kroshipodomony
Loves wires. Sleeps from
spring till autumn since its
wheels are fit only for the
winter. Besides it doesn’t like
getting out of its lair. Really
cute but looks somewhat like
a crocotoad.

Elephbarungry
Resembles an elephant with
its nose, but instead of a
mouth is has a jazz-radio.
One ear is a slightly cut.
Wears rings to be like
Wajimoda. Has the coolest
wheels with additional spikes.

Pelicarongomus
A very weird bird. Has horns
on the beak and on the
wings. You can see the
rainbow in its eyes. All in all,
this bird is too emotional. It
likes when people stroke its
tummy.

Shiphilopogoloid
A strange creature. It doesn’t
look like anything else. There
is a piece of bread on its tail
in case there may be famine
in the land. Has a sun on its
tummy that doesn't shine.
Has 8 legs but they don't
help it move faster.

